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Please complete and mail with check made payable to TREP$ ED LLC
Mail to: 12 Daniel Road, Suite 305, Fairfield, NJ 07004
or email to: orders@trepsed.com

Start-up Kit and Student Workbooks
All you need is the desire to teach kids
about business, and the TREP$ Start-up Kit will take
care of the rest!
The Start up Kit Includes:
The TREP$ Chairperson Guide and CD-ROM include step-by-step directions, time-saving tools and
customizable forms to oversee the entire program
from soup to nuts.
The TREP$ Kickoff DVD, when shown to your target
audience, creates excitement and interest in participating in TREP$.

The TREP$ Workshop Facilitator Manual and CD-ROM


provide an engaging curriculum that can be incorporated into the school day or used as a standalone after-school program;



include minute-by-minute, scripted lesson plans that allow you to spend less time planning and more
time focusing on the kids;



contain a comprehensive Powerpoint presentation to accompany each Workshop lesson;



show thumbnail graphics of supplemental visual aids used in the Workshops;



describe in detail each portion of the lesson including the objectives, materials, preparation, behavior
guidelines, instruction, group activities, review of challenges, and closing remarks.

The TREP$ Student Workbook (1 copy for teacher reference; student copies purchased separately)


allows students to follow along in class and gives them a place to jot down notes or ideas as they
become inspired;



reviews all of the Workshop content and activities in case someone is absent or just wants to "brush
up" on a particular topic;



includes basic business forms like a Loan Agreement, Partnership Agreement, Expense Worksheet,
and Business Plan -- useful tools to guide 'treps from vision to venture;



provides each participant with a take-home resource that they can use during TREP$ and long after
as they choose to continue their business or explore other entrepreneurial opportunities!

The TREP$ PR & Advertising Guide and CD-ROM provide all of the materials needed to help promote
the TREP$ Marketplace to the school and the community at large -- getting the kids the audience
they deserve so that they can really shine!
The TREP$ Marketplace Guide and CD-ROM include everything that is needed to plan and execute
the TREP$ Marketplace including options for table layouts, staffing suggestions, and more.
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